
Holy Christmas MMXVIII.

MISANTROF ANTIRecords still presents: 

HOLY FUCKING ANTIChristmas, Volume XI
This year we went down to the roots. How?

First of all happy end of this sick year to you all. We wish you a wonderful 2019 keeping that volume very 
loud! 

This year we have some news. First of all Mr. Vrangsinn came down from his spiritual fuzzy dimension and
took care of the mastering of every single track of this compilation... including his own one! Yes... he is 
featured in the compilation! Ain't this enough of going down to the roots of the ANTIChristmas release?

We have some regular submitters, few new names, some mysterious ones... but this year we accepted all 
the tracks that have been sent to us in a decent quality and in time. 

And with this, we went down to the roots of music, art and sound! You know, we received some very high 
sound quality stuff and some lower quality tunes as well. Some of the low quality belongs, probably, to the 
LO-FI vision, some are simply recorded with less professional equipments.

But that's where things start assuming a new meaning to us.

What is low quality? What is high quality? Where is the threshold between poor quality and genius? We 
asked ourselves if we could find the boundary between poorer music and art. And we couldn't!

Because a song not sounding well, can still be a great song. And, who knows, the fact it sounds badly is 
probably a part of the art. Low quality art can be minimalistic and intentional (LO-FI) or it simply turned out 
like this. Why? It's all about where it got recorded, how it got recorded and when it got recorded. A demo-
quality rehearsal live recording could appear outdated in nowadays hi-tech recording studios... but it still is 
art at its purest. And what about the high quality stuff? That's art as well, because art includes the roots of 
itself, the basic ideas, the creative process and the final touch to make it shining and pompous!

We all love that new speaker killer release in digital quality as well as that old scratched vinyl with the 
poorest sound. Don't we? 

To put it simple, we love ART.  

And in the name of the ART, and against the fake meaning of every xmas time we, once again -and for the 
11th time-, decided to gift you all with FREE ORIGINAL MUSIC, written and recorded for this compilation!

Our pervert Santa brings you 21 tracks spacing from black metal to electronica, from ambient to rock'n'roll, 
from absurdity to rationality. From great art to... even greater art!

If you thought we were gone, if you wished we were dead... well, fuck you, here we are again with almost 
one hour and a half of FREE MUSIC, music to be enjoyed, played and freely shared!  

http://www.misantrof.net/


HOLY FUCKING ANTIChristmas Volume XI: 21 tracks! Free original music awaiting you under the tree. 
Featuring: VRANGSINN, JJ MC MOON, PLAAG and many many more...

This compilation is a tradition that started back in 2008: Misantrof ANTIRecords is proud of the amazing 
interest this release has arisen among bands and fans. For your deviant delight it contains music and 
artistic expressions revealing how debauchee the meaning of christmas turned out to be. 

Like all Misantrof releases, this compilation is available for 100% free download at

http://antichristmas2018.misantrof.net/

 
1 - JJ Mc Moon - Lellas in Love (3:55)                    
2 - Stroszek - Late That Night (3:52)                   
3 - Plaag - Santa be Gone (4:23)                     
4 - Joe Ronny Moe - Sinatra (2:41)                           
5 - Spraint - All I Want For Christmas is to Die(3:55)
6 - TSPS - Fuck Christmas(1:54)                    
7 - Kaltergeist - Throne Of Fire (3:22)                   
8 - Electronic Chaos - A World That Ain't Yours (4:31)          
9 - Ancestor of Kaos - Raven Raiser (3:49)                      
10 - Godless - A Torrid Sensation Of Death (5:40)       
11 - Skada Skaperverk - Skada Skaperverk (6:04)                 
12 - HaeresyS - Sweet Sheperdess (3:56)                
13 - Nihil - Manifold Reality (7:18)                 
14 - Onsetcold - Death is Near (3:38)                    
15 - Verwulf Tyrant - LBP (3:12)                              
16 - Chaoscraft - Fuck The World (2:51)              
17 - Niemals - Likegyldighet (4:18)                    
18 - Nidgrim - Jeg gir Faen (0:58)                     
19 - Balberskult - Christmas Terrorist (3:04)              
20 - The Pyramid Black - Sunset (2:24)                           
21 - Vrangsinn - The Silent Throne (6:44) 

Direct Download Link:
ANTI-CHRISTMAS 2018

Soundcloud Streaming HERE!
By making Misantrof entirely non-profit and allowing the bands to keep all the rights to their music and control all
decisions regarding their releases, we have offered bands a viable alternative to the established labels, especially at
time when few, if any, are willing to take business risks with new bands.

All the bands featured allows us to use their music for free, and agreed not being refunded for all the incurred costs, such
as studio, alcohol, food, drugs and lousy sex. They also know they will receive no protection from any god, and no free
ticket to any heaven.

As every release by Misantrof ANTIRecords, the "HOLY FUCKING ANTIChristmas Volume XI" can be downloaded for free
from the Misantrof page. The release can be freely copied and shared by the general public for non commercial purposes and is
protected by The Creative Commons – Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported license. The download includes
digital audio, cover artwork, press release and more info.

http://www.misantrof.net/albums/HolyFuckingANTIChristmas11.zip
https://soundcloud.com/user-223817298/sets/holy-fucking-antichristmas
http://antichristmas2018.misantrof.net/


 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Homepage: http://www.misantrof.net/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/misantrofantirecordsofficial
Enquiries regarding Misantrof:  contact@misantrof.net
RELEASE LICENCE: Creative     Commons   -   Attribution  -  NonCommercial  -  NoDerivs   3.0   Unported
MISANTROF ANTIRECORDS: 
Official Webpage:   http  ://  www  .  misantrof  .  net  /
Torrent Tracker:   http  ://  tracker  .  misantrof  .  net  /
Sharing is Caring!:   http  ://  www  .  misantrof  .  net  /  sharingiscaring  /  sharing  _  caring  .  html

YOUR PRIVACY @ MISANTROF ANTIRecords
We wish to inform you that Misantrof takes your privacy very seriously! The reason you receive this information is because you have previously 
shown interest to Misantrof & our releases. This mailing list is only used to inform media & representatives about new releases from Misantrof 
ANTIRecords and will never be used for any other purposes than press releases. Misantrof does not sell or rent your contact information to other 
marketers. Misantrof will not disclose personal information to any third party. Your information is safe with us and we guarantee you will never 
receive spam or advertising of any kind from us. If you wish to stop receiving news about future Misantrof releases all you need to do is to reply to 
this mail with the subject "unsubscribe"
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